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Abstract—This paper presents our ongoing work towards the definition of an effective topology discovery service for SDN based hybrid vehicular networks. The main contributions of this paper are threefold: (1) an analysis of the main limitations of the “de facto” topology discovery service when applied to vehicular networks; (2) a quantitative assessment of its traffic overhead and the required computing resources at the controller to show the scalability issues that it raises; and (3) an insight into our design principles for an effective topology discovery service for SDN-based hybrid vehicular networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As part of an ITS (Intelligent Transport System), next generation vehicles will be equipped with multiple interfaces of different technologies to communicate with other ITS entities, i.e., vehicles, pedestrians, infrastructure - RSU (Road Side Units), BS (Base Stations), Cloud. DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication) and LTE (Long Term Evolution) are considered as the two major complementary networking vehicular technologies to support effectively the various Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of ITS services. Hybrid architectures combining these technologies that follow the SDN paradigm are gaining momentum and are being developed with the intention of achieving integrated network control and improved along with “on the fly” and dynamic network programmability [1], [2], [3].

A crucial piece of any SDN system is the topology discovery service, implemented by the controller, whose objective is to build and follow-up the network state and topology, from which, customized representations of the underlying network are exposed to network control functions. Recent studies have highlighted many limitations of the “de facto” discovery protocol (Openflow and OFDP : Openflow Discovery Protocol) when applied to wireless networks in terms of security, overhead and capabilities [4], [5], [6]. The objective of this work is to further analyze the limitations of Openflow and OFDP with respect to some of the challenging specificities of vehicular network, namely the high density of wireless nodes and their potential high mobility. From these limitations, we outline some of the design guidelines for an efficient topology discovery service for vehicular networks.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the Software Defined Vehicular Network architecture and the assumptions considered in our study. Section III analyzes the limitations of the Openflow based topology discovery approach for SDVN (Software Defined Vehicular Network). Section IV presents the experimental results. Section V highlights our future directions in order to design an efficient topology discovery mechanisms in SDVN based on the limits analysis results.

II. SDN BASED HYBRID VEHICULAR NETWORK: OUR REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE & ASSUMPTIONS

Figure 1 depicts a typical SDN based hybrid vehicular network composed of heterogeneous routing nodes: mobile nodes (Vehicles), static nodes - BSs (communicating with LTE) and RSUs (communicating with DSRC). We assume that, vehicles are equipped with two main DSRC and LTE interfaces. RSU entities are interconnected via wired links.

We consider a two-level hierarchical control plane, composed of controllers that manage BSs and RSUs (level 1 controllers), and an orchestrator controller (level 2 controller) used to designate the global logical controller that coordinates lower level controllers. Based on the information exposed by level 1 controllers, the orchestrator is able to jointly control both the LTE and DSRC networks. SDN controllers are connected via wired links to BS / RSU entities and are located in data centers, in clouds or on fog nodes. For scalability reasons, a controller can only control a limited number of routing nodes (RSUs / BSs / Vehicles) [7]. As a result, a vehicle may typically be successively associated to different controllers.

III. WHY OPENFLOW BASED TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY IS NOT ADAPTED FOR SDVN?

A. Topology discovery in SDN/Openflow networks

Network topology discovery covers node discovery and link discovery. In Openflow networks, node discovery is performed by the Openflow protocol while link discovery is provided by OFDP.
Node Discovery: During its boot process, an Openflow switch establishes an Openflow session with its preconfigured SDN controller. During the session initiation, the switch transmits to the controller information about its identity (Datapath ID), its characteristics (e.g., capacity of the flow tables), its active ports and the functionalities supported through the exchange of "Features Request/Reply" messages. From there, a periodic Echo (Request/Reply message) procedure initiated by the controller is used to maintain the state of the node. Port-Status messages may be initiated by an OF switch to inform the controller in case a state port change.

Link Discovery: From the information obtained during session initiation, the SDN controller is aware of the different active ports of each active switch. Following the OFDP procedure, the controller sends regularly LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol) packets encapsulated in Openflow messages on a per active port basis. The Openflow message that encapsulates the LLDP packet (that conveys the switch ID and the concerned port ID) instructs the switch, via an Openflow rule, to relay the LLDP packet via the chosen port. When received by the adjacent switch, the LLDP is encapsulated in an Openflow message and sent back to the controller with its switch ID and the receiving port ID. By doing so, a link connecting both switches via the sending and receiving ports is discovered.

B. Main limitations of Openflow/OFDP based topology discovery service for SDVN

The Openflow/OFDP based topology discovery service was originally proposed with wired networks in mind. It clearly suffers from some limitations when it comes to wireless networks with mobile nodes. These are presented below.

1) Node Discovery:

- Preconfigured SDN controller ID: The Openflow/OFDP discovery service relies on a continuous living Openflow session between each active switch and its associated controller(s). As shown in figure 2, in a vehicular network, a moving vehicle can leave the area where its initial SDN controller operates (Area A in figure 2) to get into a second area under the responsibility of another controller (e.g., zone B, in Figure 2), jeopardizing its Openflow session and consequently the topology discovery procedures described above. An SDN controller discovery mechanism and a handover mechanism are needed to ensure Openflow session survival and the exchange between controllers of vehicles related topology discovery attributes.

- Presence of non-openflow nodes or loss of connectivity with the controller: In both cases, the proposed service, does not report such nodes into the network topology built on the controller despite their presence and their ability to support and forward network traffic.

2) Link Discovery:

- Presence of Heterogeneous links: In a vehicular network architecture, some Routing Nodes (RSUs and BSs) have wired as well as wireless links. Referring to [8], the wired link discovery mechanism is a bit different from that used for wireless links. The Link discovery procedure must take into account the presence of different types of links in the same node and compute them differently.

- Link discovery with the presence of Openflow and non-Openflow nodes: The link discovery procedure of OFDP is operational when nodes are Openflow enabled. When the network includes non-openflow enabled nodes, [9] proposes that the SDN controllers use the Broadcast Domain Discovery Protocol (BDDP) instead of LLDP. The specificity of these messages is that their destination address is set to broadcast instructing the non-Openflow nodes to flood the packet (received from the transmitting adjacent node) until it is received by an openflow-compatible node where it is treated as a normal LLDP packet. Broadcasting topology discovery messages is prohibitive in terms of resource wastage in a vehicular network context.

- Scalability: Link discovery but also node discovery in Openflow/OFDP require respectively a periodic transmission of Openflow messages on a per active port and a per node basis. This periodicity should be adapted to the degree of node mobility. The higher the mobility, the lower the periodicity, and the more significant the discovery traffic. Even if a modification of the OFDP mechanism has
been proposed in the literature in order to send a single packet to each switch [6], the generated traffic remains significant and, also, useless when the network does not experience any change.

3) Lack of useful node and link attributes: Some vehicular network control functions (routing, mobility management, load balancing, network technology selection, etc.) may benefit from information related to nodes mobility (speed, position, direction) or wireless port characteristics (operating channel, transmission power, receiver sensitivity, etc.) as well as wireless link attributes (latency, reliability, etc.) to make informed control decisions. The Openflow/OFDP discovery service does not collect any of such attributes.

IV. ASSESSING THE OVERHEAD OF OPENFLOW/OFDP NETWORK DISCOVERY SERVICE IN A VEHICULAR NETWORK CONTEXT

The goal is to analyze the impact of node mobility and node density, peculiar to vehicular networks, on the network traffic overhead generated by the Openflow/OFDP discovery service as well as the required computing resources at the Openflow controller. The rationale of these experimentations is to demonstrate that the increase of the number of vehicles and their velocity induces scalability issues.

A. Simulation Settings

The simulated network consists of 13 RSU entities interconnected via wired links, each with a communication range of 500 m covering a map area of 2000 x 2000 m2, all under the control of an SDN controller. The road network is a grid type network with each road segment of 500 m length (see Fig. 3). We use 10-30 vehicles (step of 5) with varied velocity 5-25 m/s (step of 5). Each vehicle starts at a random location and then moves with the configured velocity following the road network by randomly choosing a direction at each intersection.

To the best of our knowledge and at the time of writing this paper, the only emulator that integrates real SDN/ OpenFlow Controller with programmable wireless network is Mininet-Wifi [10], and given that the current OFDP implementations are not compatible with the wireless link extensions added in MiniNet-Wifi, we used MiniNet considering the following assumptions: Each vehicle / RSU entity represents an OpenFlow switch, and the vehicle movement from one RSU to another results in the removal of the link established with the first RSU, and the creation of a new link with the second RSU. In addition, the existence of a vehicle in another’s communication range enforces the creation of a V2V link between them.

In our scenario, we are interested in the dynamicity of the topology (link addition and removal caused by node mobility as explained above). This network model was implemented, using the MiniNet API and we used Floodlight (v1.2) [11] SDN Controller with its implementation of the Openflow/OFDP topology discovery service. The SDN controller and the mininet emulator (v 2.2.2) [12] are running on separated Ubuntu 16.04 VMs with 2 Go RAM and a dual core CPU (Intel ® Core (TM) i5-4310U 2 Ghz). We measure the CPU utilization and the amount of control data exchanged between the controller and all active nodes. Each set of simulations is averaged over 3 runs, each running for 5 minutes.

B. Simulation Results

Two kind of simulations were first realized. Firstly, all the vehicles move with the same speed (10 m/s) and their number varies from 10 to 30 with a step of 5. In a second phase, we keep the same number of vehicles (20) and their speed varies from 5 to 25 m/s with a step of 5. Figures 4(a,b) and 4(c,d) show respectively the variation of the CPU utilization and network overhead as a function of the number and the speed of vehicles.

We notice that the CPU utilization increases in a linear way and proportionally to the number of vehicles. This is explained by the fact that OFDP operates in “one-to-one communication” mode (controller to each node) which multiplies by the number of controlled nodes the number of actions performed by the SDN controller to discover and maintain the topology. This
also holds for network overhead that depends mainly on the number of messages exchanged with each node and the number of created links.

As expected, when increasing the speed of vehicles, the CPU utilization and the network overhead increase as well. They do not grow linearly as a function of vehicle velocity. This is explained by the fact that the speed variation induces a longer variation in the number of added or removed links. In fact, this number increases according to the vehicle speed for V2I links but remains random for the V2V links that depend mainly on the location of each vehicle at a given time. We also notice that the variation in the number of vehicles (density) has a more significant impact in terms of scalability than their mobility.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE APPROACHES

With the recent interest in applying an SDN approach to vehicular networks, the design of an effective topology discovery service is a crucial step towards programmable vehicular communications.

In order to avoid the node discovery limitations mentioned in the previous section, a dynamic discovery of SDN controllers appears more suited in a vehicular network context. Another approach is the use of a paradigm that separates network node identification and localization, such as the LISP protocol.

In addition, to avoid the scalability issue of existing discovery approaches, we need to rethink the link discovery process. Indeed, the use of a “one-to-one communication” approach presents scalability issues (as demonstrated in the previous section). One research direction could be the adoption of a “one-to-many” communication approach, by defining a vehicle cluster with a Cluster Head that handles the communication with the controller, instead of communicating with each node separately. By doing so, the network overhead between the controller and the network nodes is reduced. However, additional traffic will be added between the vehicles. Hence, an efficient mechanism is needed for aggregating the information to be sent to the controller while reducing the load and maintaining a consistent discovery.

Another point to consider in the design of a topology service is the LLDP message sending interval. This frequency is statically configured according to the dynamicity of the network: the more dynamic the network, the higher its frequency. However, in a vehicular network, the dynamicity of network varies depending on several parameters (the density and speed of vehicles (vary according to the time of day (day, night, peak hours)) and also as a function of the environment (urban /suburban areas)). An interesting direction will be to have an adaptable frequency depending on the environment. On the other hand, considering the use of an event-based approach instead of a periodic approach can be more interesting, as far as only information about added/removed links will be notified to the controller.

Finally, some mobility-related data (velocity, trajectory, etc.) required by the network control functions can be recovered from the ITS service provider clouds instead of being sent through the SDN control plane. Indeed, these data are already collected by these service providers on behalf of the development of their proposed services.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the purpose of effectively supporting the various ITS services, this paper aims at presenting our ongoing work towards the definition of an effective topology discovery service which represents a crucial component in Software Defined Vehicular Network system.

We have demonstrated that the “de facto” OpenFlow based topology discovery service is not adapted for Software Defined Vehicular Networks and we proposed some directions to follow in order to address the highlighted limits and to design an efficient topology discovery service more suited to vehicular networks.
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